Heterogeneity of Parkinson’s disease in the early clinical stages using a data driven approach
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Objective: To investigate the heterogeneity of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) in a data driven manner among a cohort of patients in the early clinical stages of the disease meeting established diagnostic criteria. Methods: Data on demographic, motor, mood, and cognitive measures were collected from 120 consecutive patients in the early stages of PD (Hoehn and Yahr I–III) attending a specialist PD research clinic. Statistical cluster analysis of the data allowed the existence of the patient subgroups generated to be explored. Results: The analysis revealed four main subgroups: (a) patients with a younger disease onset; (b) a tremor dominant subgroup of patients; (c) a non-tremor dominant subgroup with significant levels of cognitive impairment and mild depression; and (d) a subgroup with rapid disease progression but no cognitive impairment. Conclusions: This study complements and extends previous research by using a data driven approach to define the clinical heterogeneity of early PD. The approach adopted in this study for the identification of subgroups of patients within Parkinson’s disease has important implications for generating testable hypotheses on defining the heterogeneity of this common condition and its aetiological basis and thus its treatment.

Diopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common condition that presents in a variety of ways suggesting clinical diversity. Clinicopathological reviews have highlighted the difficulties in clinical diagnosis of PD, with some series reporting an accuracy of less than 80%.5 Consequent on this, the implementation of rigorous diagnostic criteria in the setting of a specialist assessment clinic greatly improves predictive value, such that over 95% of cases are accurately diagnosed,1 although some “atypical” cases can be missed. Indeed in some early cases14F-dopa positron emission tomography imaging can be normal1 while in advanced disease, coexistent pathologies confound the clinical presentation.

Given these limitations, we elected to study patients in the early clinical stages of the disease using the United Kingdom Parkinson’s Disease Society (UKPDS) Brain Bank criteria in the context of a specialist clinic to define heterogeneity. Previously attempts have used a “matched groups” approach with classifications based on predetermined patient attributes, such as age of disease onset,7 cognitive performance,8 motor phenotype,9 the presence of depression,10 disease severity,10 or motor symptom laterality.12 However, all such approaches suffer from the limitations arising from the prospective assumptions about the classification, namely the arbitrary division of patients based on the criteria adopted. Furthermore, inconsistencies between inclusion criteria and assessment techniques limit the comparability of results between studies, as does the small number of cases studied in some instances.

An alternative approach would be to use methodology that avoids the need for prospective definition and is capable of assessing variables in conjunction, rather than independently. One such technique is cluster analysis,14 which seeks to divide patients into discrete clusters, such that any patient belongs to one cluster only, and the complete set of clusters contains all the patients. Each cluster should ideally have internal cohesion and external isolation15 such that the clinical characteristics of patients within a given cluster should not vary greatly from another but clear distinctions could be drawn between differing clusters.

This data driven approach for defining heterogeneity in PD has been used only once before16 and identified three groups from a cohort of patients at all stages of the disease (including advanced): “motor only”, “motor and cognitive”, or “rapidly progressive”. However, inclusion of patients with advanced disease is problematic as they may mask some of the subtle clinical variance that is seen only in the earlier stages of the disease as well as having associated comorbidity. Furthermore, the methodology adopted in that study sought to derive different subgroups on the basis of all available patient data, so restricting post hoc comparisons for validation. To test the findings of their classification and circumvent problems in advanced cases, a cluster analysis where the validity of the results could be assessed was performed in 120 patients with mild to moderate PD attending a specialist research clinic. It was anticipated that this data driven methodology would identify the existence of distinct clinical subgroups in PD and by doing so generate testable hypotheses in this and other populations of patients with PD.

METHODS

Patients

A total of 120 patients with PD between Hoehn and Yahr stages I and III (77 men, 43 women; mean age 64.4 (SD 9.3) years; mean disease duration 7.8 (5.4) years) were included in this study, having been assessed consecutively in the Cambridge Centre for Brain Repair PD research clinic between January 2000 and July 2001. These patients were referred from multiple sources including general neurology

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck depression inventory; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; NART, National Adult Reading Test; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PRM, pattern recognition memory; TOL, Tower of London (test); UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
clinics, geriatricians, and PD nurse specialists from across the region. All patients satisfied the UKPDS Brain Bank criteria and were assessed by neurologists experienced in studying PD. Whilst no systematic imaging was undertaken, 80/120 patients had undergone recent brain scanning (38 computed tomography (CT) and 42 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) and no significant pathology was found in any case. Imaging was not performed in the remaining 40 cases, as the patients were felt to have classic idiopathic PD. Permission for the study was obtained from the local research ethical committee and all patients consented to participation. They were assessed in their “best on” state in a single session (lasting approximately two hours) allowing appropriate rest periods as required.

Demographics
Details of age at disease onset, disease duration, symptoms at onset, medications, motor fluctuations, i-dopa induced dyskinesia, and family history were recorded.

Clinical assessment
The patients were assessed on the mood and mentation, activities of daily living, and motor sections of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (I–III UPDRS). The Hoehn and Yahr scale was used for disease staging. Severity of depressive symptoms was derived from the Beck depression inventory (BDI) with a cut-off of 8/9 indicating a degree of depression.

Cognitive function
An estimate of premorbid verbal intelligence quotient (IQ) was derived using the National Adult Reading Test (NART), and the patients were assessed on the Folstein Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). Neuropsychological testing of verbal and categorical fluency (FAS 60 seconds, animals 90 seconds) and pattern (PRM) and spatial recognition memory (SRM) tests (from the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB)) as well as performance accuracy on the Tower of London planning test (TOL) were conducted. Normative data provided in the package for the CANTAB tests allowed these results to be compared with the expected performance of an age and intelligence matched healthy population. Mild impairment was defined as greater than one standard deviation below normal and significant impairment as more than two standard deviations below normal.

Quality of life
All patients completed the PDQ-39 self-assessment questionnaire, which evaluates patient mobility, activities of daily living, emotional wellbeing, stigma, social support, communication, cognition, and bodily discomfort.

Statistical analysis
Non-hierarchical (k-means) cluster analysis was performed (SPSS-PC v10.0) on the 120 patients for a two, three, four, and five cluster solution and subsequent post hoc testing was undertaken to compare the patient subgroups. It should be stressed though that the results obtained from cluster analysis are highly dependent on the selection of appropriate variables and the number of subgroups sought. In the present study we selected the variables from a broad range of phenotypic features that have been previously highlighted in the literature as being significant in disease heterogeneity. These comprised the standardised values for age of disease onset, rate of disease progression, dopaminergic therapy, motor phenotype score, MMSE, NART, PRM, TOL, and BDI. Limiting the number of variables to those above allowed us to undertake a post hoc comparison confirmation of the clusters by using independent variables linked but not included in the cluster analysis. In addition, by deliberately varying the number of subgroups sought through a range of possible solutions, the consistency of the subgroups could be confirmed.

Derivation of the variables used in the analysis
To allow some comparison of the rate of disease progression between patients with differing disease durations assessed at only a single time point, a variable was calculated by dividing the total UPDRS score for sections I–III by the disease duration (years). To assess dopaminergic therapy as an ordinal variable in the cluster analysis a scale ranging from zero to two was pre-defined. A score of zero represented no treatment with i-dopa or dopamine agonist (DA). A dopaminergic therapy score of one represented either an i-dopa dose below 1000 mg per day in isolation or combined with a DA, or DA monotherapy. Finally, a score of two was given to patients taking over 1000 mg of i-dopa with or without concomitant DA. We attempted to compare the tremor and non-tremor symptoms with the motor phenotype score, an approach similar to that adopted by others. The score was obtained by dividing a patient’s “tremor score” by their “non-tremor score”. The tremor score was derived from the sum of items 16 and 20–26 on the UPDRS divided by 8 (the number of items included) and represents the degree of tremor reported in the activities of daily living section of the UPDRS, along with objective tremor at rest and with action, determined on physical examination. The non-tremor score was derived from the sum of items 5, 7, 12–15, 18, 19, and 27–44 on the UPDRS divided by 26 (the number of items included). This measure assesses speech, swallowing, ability to turn in bed, falls, freezing, and walking from the activities of daily living section as well as speech, facial expression, rigidity, bradykinesia, ability to stand, posture, gait, and postural stability determined by the motoric examination in the UPDRS.

The cognitive analysis included MMSE as a measure of global cognitive function and NART to encompass the effect of premorbid IQ. PRM, which is sensitive to executive impairment in PD even in the early stages of the disease and was thus included in the analysis. The BDI was included in the analysis to determine the impact of any affective disorder in the subgroups.

Cluster analysis was repeated four times on the patient cohort to seek five, four, three, and two subgroup solutions so that the consistency of the clusters derived could be assessed. Post hoc comparisons on the subgroups generated by the cluster analysis were then performed using either a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or unpaired t tests for continuous variables, whilst categorical and ordinal data were analysed using the χ² technique.

RESULTS

Demographic data
Sex (77 men, 43 women), motor symptom laterality (54 predominantly left sided, 49 right sided, 17 no clear laterality), positive family history of PD (13 patients), and use of antidepressants, benzodiazepines, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, catechol-0-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitors, and amantadine were not significantly associated with any of the subgroups for any clustering solution.

Clustering solutions
Results from the various clustering solutions revealed generally similar patterns for patient clusters and consistent features were observed. Four independent patient clusters
were readily identifiable: (a) patients with a younger disease onset; (b) a tremor dominant subgroup of patients; (c) a non-tremor dominant subgroup with significant levels of cognitive impairment and mild depression; and (d) a subgroup with rapid disease progression but no cognitive impairment. These distinctions were most clearly observed in the four cluster solution (table 1) and further validated in the five cluster solution, which served only to delineate the non-tremor dominant patients into those with moderate and those with severe cognitive impairment. It was felt that clustering solutions beyond five subgroups would have resulted in cohorts with numbers too small to allow significant conclusions to be drawn. The three cluster analysis demonstrated a younger onset, a tremor dominant, and a non-tremor dominant cluster, and finally, the two cluster solution demonstrated a cluster with younger onset compared to the other patient cohort.

The validity of the subgrouping was explored by following the classification of patients in the various clustering solutions (fig 1). Patients generally demonstrated consistency in their subgroup between the various solutions, although a very small number of cases were classified in apparently contrasting subgroups. However, it should be noted that varying the number of subgroups generated by different clustering solutions would subtly alter the individual clinical characteristics of the cases contained within each cluster. For example, whereas in a three subgroup clustering solution the overall clinical characteristics of an individual case might best fit within the tremor dominant cohort, in a four subgroup solution the same case could be more closely aligned to a different clinical phenotype. Given that the present data showed very few instances of this occurring, such cases are unlikely to have influenced the overall clinical subgroups generated. In the three, four, and five cluster solutions, 46 patients were always classified as belonging to the younger onset subgroup, 16 were always in the tremor dominant subgroup, and 25 were always categorised as non-tremor dominant. Deliberately varying the number of clusters sought also revealed a meaningful pattern within the subgroups generated. This is clearly demonstrated for example, by the findings for the non-tremor dominant subgroup of patients who were always classified in this cohort throughout the three, four, and five cluster solutions (fig 1).

In all clustering solutions the group characterised by having a younger disease onset was found to have a slow rate of disease progression, mild motor symptoms, no cognitive impairment, and lower depression ratings. However, it is important to stress that the patients in this cohort were older than patients defined as having young onset PD with its clear genetic associations. The validity of this subgroup is further supported by the data recording the motor complications of disease and usage of dopamine agonist medications, variables that were not included in generating the clustering solution. The younger onset patients showed a significant association with the switching "off" phenomenon (three clusters: $\chi^2 = 17.1, p<0.05$; four clusters: $\chi^2 = 26.1, p<0.05$; five clusters: $\chi^2 = 19.3, p<0.05$).

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>YO (n = 49)</th>
<th>T* (n = 20)</th>
<th>RDP* (n = 20)</th>
<th>NT* (n = 31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset, years</td>
<td>60 (8)</td>
<td>66 (7)</td>
<td>66 (10)</td>
<td>69 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoehn and Yahr</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale III</td>
<td>21 (10)</td>
<td>25 (12)</td>
<td>30 (11)</td>
<td>28 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, years</td>
<td>10 (6)</td>
<td>8 (4)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>7 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease progression score</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>13 (5)</td>
<td>8 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD).

This clustering solution revealed four patient subgroups: younger onset (YO), tremor dominant (T*), non-tremor dominant (NT*), and rapid motor progression (RDP*). Group comparisons clearly demonstrated significant differences between numerous features of the disease. NT* patients demonstrated cognitive deficits and had higher affective score ratings, while YO, T*, and RDP* patients were distinguished by their age at onset, motor phenotype score, and rate of progression of motoric features, respectively. Similar distinctions were observed for other clustering solutions and notably the solution with five subgroups delineated the non-tremor dominant patients into those with moderate and those with severe cognitive impairment.

#### Figure 1

Patient “movement” between variable cluster solutions. The diagram shows the classification of the patient subgroups derived in the five cluster solution for the three and four cluster solutions. It is clear that most of the patients remain classified in the same subgroup between the varying cluster solutions, and this is well demonstrated by the 12 patients classified as NT* in the five cluster solution who were classified as NT* in the three and four subgroup clustering solutions. NT*, non-tremor dominant; NT’m, non-tremor dominant with moderate cognitive impairment; NT’s, non-tremor dominant with severe cognitive impairment; RDP*, rapid disease progression; T*, tremor dominant; YO, younger onset.
Dyskinesias (three clusters: \( \chi^2 = 8.55, p < 0.05 \)), and a higher proportion of dopamine agonist use (three clusters: \( \chi^2 = 8.5, p < 0.05 \)); four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.7, p < 0.05 \)) compared with the other subgroups, in keeping with their earlier onset and prolonged duration of disease. The tremor dominant subgroup was internally similar based largely on a tremor dominant motor phenotype score, but other concomitant features were consistent across the clustering solutions. These patients typically demonstrated a slow rate of disease progression, modest motor symptoms, no statistically significant cognitive impairments, and an absence of depressive symptoms (table 1). The validity of this patient subgroup is also supported by the results of variables regarding medication and presenting symptoms that were not included in the clustering solution. The tremor dominant subgroup was the only cohort to be significantly associated with the use of anticholinergic medication (four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 12.4, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.2, p < 0.05 \)) and also demonstrated a significantly higher proportion of patients with the predominant symptom of tremor at presentation compared with the younger onset (three clusters: \( \chi^2 = 4.1, p < 0.05 \)); four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 5.6, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 6.1, p < 0.05 \)) and non-tremor dominant cohorts (three clusters: \( \chi^2 = 5.1, p < 0.05 \)); four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 4.16, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 4.3, p < 0.05 \)).

The non-tremor dominant subgroup also exhibited a robust pattern of results across the range of cluster solutions with characteristic motor phenotype scores, cognitive impairment most clearly demonstrated by executive dysfunction (table 2), significant ratings of depression scoring two standard deviations below healthy controls (PRM) and spatial recognition memory (SRM). These patients were also severely impaired on the Tower of London (TOL) task of executive function (four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 12.4, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.2, p < 0.05 \)) and a generally more rapid disease progression (table 2), significant ratings of depression scoring two standard deviations below healthy controls) and along with those patients with rapid motoric progression, also showed higher scores on the Beck depression inventory (BDI). The non-tremor dominant subgroup was the only cohort to be significantly impaired on the Tower of London (TOL) task of executive function (four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 12.4, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.2, p < 0.05 \)) and cognitive impairment (five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 8.3, p < 0.05 \)).

The issue of subtypes of PD has been addressed previously using different and less rigorous methodological approaches. Our results are in agreement with these studies, which consistently identified a cohort of PD patients with young onset of disease. This subgroup demonstrates a slower rate of disease progression, less cognitive impairment, and a greater potential to develop motor fluctuations (possibly as a consequence of the prolonged exposure to L-dopa) compared with subgroups with later disease onset, as also shown with our cluster analysis solution.

In contrast, the association with a predominance of tremor symptoms and a positive family history in younger onset patients was not seen in our study. Our failure to demonstrate any significant familial risk in the younger onset subgroup probably relates to the fact that this cohort had a mean age of 30 years at the emergence of symptoms. Genetic risks are greatest in younger patients (typically less than 30 years old) and only one of the 120 patients in our study was under the age of 30 years at onset (29.4 years). Therefore, it is unlikely that known genetic mutations, especially parkin, made any contribution to the subtyping, a conclusion supported by the small number of patients with a positive family history included in this study (n = 13).

Another variable that has attracted investigation in terms of heterogeneity within PD is the predominant motor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Expected performance: subgroup characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOL</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mild depression*

Only patients in the non-tremor dominant subgroup demonstrated any significant deficits (tone standard deviation below healthy controls) for pattern (PRM) and spatial recognition memory (SRM). These patients were also severely impaired on the Tower of London (TOL) task of executive function (four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 12.4, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.2, p < 0.05 \) and a generally more rapid disease progression (table 2), significant ratings of depression scoring two standard deviations below healthy controls) and along with those patients with rapid motoric progression, also showed higher scores on the Beck depression inventory (BDI). The non-tremor dominant subgroup was the only cohort to be significantly impaired on the Tower of London (TOL) task of executive function (four clusters: \( \chi^2 = 12.4, p < 0.05 \)); five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 10.2, p < 0.05 \)) and cognitive impairment (five clusters: \( \chi^2 = 8.3, p < 0.05 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

The present study developed and confirmed the existence of distinct subgroups of patients in the early clinical stages of PD using a novel objective technique. The data driven approach robustly identified distinct cohorts of patients: younger onset, tremor dominant, non-tremor dominant, and rapid disease progression. These subgroups demonstrated consistent clinical features even when statistical clustering explored a number of different possible solutions, and when they were tested on variables not included in the original cluster analysis. The identification of these subgroups, while showing consistency in this study, and similar to that previously reported, serves more as a platform for testing hypotheses, rather than as a definitive classification system, which would require detailed clinicopathological study. Currently, no clinicopathological cohort has had sufficient data to derive these correlations and it is hoped that this approach will ultimately form the conclusion of this study.

The issue of subtypes of PD has been addressed previously using different and less rigorous methodological approaches. Our results are in agreement with these studies, which consistently identified a cohort of PD patients with young onset of disease. This subgroup demonstrates a slower rate of disease progression, less cognitive impairment, and a greater potential to develop motor fluctuations (possibly as a consequence of the prolonged exposure to L-dopa) compared with subgroups with later disease onset, as also shown with our cluster analysis solution.
Many studies have made a distinction between a benign ‘tremulous’ form of the disease compared with a more aggressive ‘bradykinetic-rigid’ form, but these studies did not use the strict diagnostic guidelines followed in this work and thus the inclusion of non-PD cases may have affected the analyses. However, the tremor dominant subgroup identified here concurs with those of previous works which have shown this type of patient to have a slower rate of disease progression\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\) and less cognitive impairment\(^9\)\(^10\)\(^11\)\(^12\)\(^13\)\(^14\) compared with non-tremor dominant patients. Our study did not provide evidence to support a younger age of disease onset and increased prevalence of a positive family history in the tremor dominant patients, as has been reported elsewhere,\(^15\) suggesting that contamination of families exhibiting essential tremor was avoided.

The final subgroup identified in our analysis included patients with a rapid rate of motoric disease progression. This group may have been overlooked previously if only predetermined criteria such as motor phenotype were used. The one previous data driven approach to classification\(^16\) identified a similar subgroup of patients with a rapid deterioration in motor and cognitive parameters. Interestingly, subsequent neuropsychological testing using a working memory paradigm on a selected cohort of patients from this subgroup has demonstrated specific deficits (SJGL, unpublished data). These patients may represent a parkinsonian syndrome other than idiopathic PD with their associated more rapid natural history\(^17\)\(^18\), but given the use of the strict diagnostic criteria implemented in this study,\(^19\) misdiagnosis is unlikely to be the explanation for this subgroup. Imprecise estimations for disease duration would also seem unlikely given that patient recall has been reported to be very accurate.\(^20\) All patients in this study were managed by experienced neurologists and given that the L-dopa doses of this subgroup were similar to those found in the tremor and non-tremor dominant patient cohorts under treatment is not likely to have led to the artificial generation of this cluster. Furthermore they did not show deficits on a cognitive task of planning previously shown to be sensitive to dopaminergic effects.\(^21\) The definition of this group of patients with aggressive disease is thus broadly in agreement with the earlier findings of Graham and Sagar.\(^22\)

Previous studies have suggested differing neural pathologies for distinct motoric symptoms, such as akinesia\(^23\)\(^24\)\(^25\)\(^26\) and tremor\(^27\)\(^28\)\(^29\)\(^30\) as well as the cognitive features of the disease.\(^31\)\(^32\)\(^33\)\(^34\) It is likely that different clinical subgroups probably have different pathological processes and foci,\(^35\)\(^36\)\(^37\)\(^38\) which in turn may have differing aetiological bases. This forms one of the future pathological aims of this study. Alternatively, the patient subgroups may reflect different genetic backgrounds with superimposed PD.\(^39\)

Defining subgroups of patients with PD is helpful in delineating the natural history, prognosis, and therapeutic options. Recently, defining the optimal treatment for the specific motor\(^40\)\(^41\)\(^42\)\(^43\) and cognitive symptoms has been of much interest.\(^44\) Thus our identification of different patient subgroups may be a helpful predictor for current management strategies and may also be relevant in neurosurgical interventions such as deep brain stimulation, as well as being important in emerging novel experimental therapies.\(^45\)\(^46\)\(^47\)

Whilst this study has clearly identified subgroups of patients, the methodology is not without criticism—for example, to satisfy the diagnostic criteria for inclusion, all patients of PD will of course share some degree of homology. Furthermore, it is also clear that derivation of clusters that are significantly different from each other on the basis of the variables included in the analysis is almost inevitable. One needs to be aware that the choice and number of variables selected for inclusion as well as the number of clusters sought can have profound effects on the results.\(^48\) However, the variables included in the clustering solutions sought in this study were carefully selected not only to allow exploration of clinical heterogeneity but also to enable the comparison of variables not included in the cluster analysis, which validates any subgroup classification. Furthermore, the internal cohesion and external isolation of subgroups with differing clustering solutions further supported the existence of these discrete cohorts of patients with PD.

The cohort studied in this work comprised patients in the early clinical stages of the disease who were referred on a voluntary basis for participation in a specialist research clinic. As can be seen from the relatively young mean age of the participants this approach might have allowed an element of selection bias to occur although it must be stressed that these patients were recruited from a wide range of sources within the community. Furthermore, we deliberately targeted patients in the early clinical stages of disease as it is recognised that advanced disease may coexist with other neuropathological processes and the loss of subtle information regarding clinical phenotype, which make the investigation of end stage disease complex and insensitive. These limitations may have potential implications when generalising the findings of this study to the more widespread PD community and highlight the need for further research.

In summary, this study reports the existence of clinical heterogeneity within the early clinical stages of PD using a data driven approach. The study identified a subgroup of PD patients with younger disease onset who have a slow rate of disease progression and no cognitive impairment; a tremor dominant subgroup of patients who are not cognitively impaired, and a non-tremor dominant subgroup with mild depression showing cognitive impairment that is most pronounced in the performance of executive functions. Finally, a subgroup of patients may exist who have a rapid rate of motor progression but no marked cognitive impairment. These subgroups obviously require validation on another independent and representative cohort of patients. A longitudinal assessment of the patients in this study, along with the long term aim of securing pathological data through post mortem analysis will also be vital. However, if confirmed, the existence of clinical subgroups is likely to be important in predicting prognosis and optimal therapy as well as reflecting differing aetiopathologies.
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